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Natural Born Citizen = 3 Leaf Clover Citizens <> 4 Leaf Type:
Regarding the term "natural born citizen" (NBC), it is not a very limited club and
category of citizenship. In fact it is exactly the opposite. NBCs are the most common,
garden variety, most populous group of citizenship that exists in a typical nation and is
typically by far the most populous group or class of citizenship in virtually all nations.
Thus, we have a very, very large pool of NBCs from which to choose a President and
CINC. We don't need to search the ranks of those with foreign allegiances and foreign
influence and foreign powers claims on them by birth such as Obama has. The pool of
NBCs is vast in our nation.
An analogy: "Natural Born Citizens are the 3 Leaf Clover Citizens not the 4 Leaf Clover
type. They are not rare but the most frequently occurring type in a nation."
Those that are born in the country to two citizens of a country, i.e., the "natural born
citizens" are the largest group of citizens in this country.
Idea: Go buy a three leaf clover pin and pin it on your lapel. And when people ask you
why you are wearing a three leaf clover, tell them it signifies that you are a "natural born
citizen" and Obama is not. Then explain why. Because his father was not a U.S. citizen
when Obama was born and never was. In fact, Obama's father was not even an immigrant
to the USA and was never even a permanent resident here. Obama's father was a
foreigner simply here for a couple years on a student or diplomatic visa. And then he
went home to Kenya. He was a foreigner in the truest sense of the meaning of that
terminology as it was used by John Jay in his letter to General George Washington about
what type of citizen cannot serve as President and what type of citizenship is required to
serve as the President and Commander in Chief of our Army for our new nation in the
future. And General Washington agreed that it should only be a "natural born citizen" of
the new nation, for this singular most powerful office in our new nation, with the
grandfather clause put into Article II of that requirement to exempt the generation there at
the time the Constitution was adopted. For any other political office in our country
beyond the Pres and VP, ordinary citizenship is fine. But for the Pres and VP, you must
be an Natural Born Citizenship and have 100% allegiance to this nation by birth in the
country to two citizens of the country, and allegiance to no other, nor with any claim on
you by another country or power, solely by the events of nature at your birth, not any
retro-active after the fact citizenship granted by the laws of man.
As a further idea and as a suggestion, the three leaf clover could be the symbol of "the
birthers". As Teo says, the "Birthers" name tag was put on us by the O-Bots in the press
to try and mock and ridicule us using their Saul Alinksy rule #5 and #12 training. It was
meant to ridicule us but it too hard it has back fired on them. Alinsky rule #10 and #6.
They need to go back to Alinsky School for a refresher course from Obama and ACORN

as they have fallen into a "Teo the Bear" trap with this name tag the O-Bots chose. That
name tag has now been adopted as a badge of pride by our side ... as it now stands for the
rebirth of our Constitutional Republic and our Constitution which Obama and his O-Bot
supporters have trampled on thus far. So it’s back to the drawing board for the O-Bots.
See Teo's new site: http://www.thebirthers.org
Again, those that are born in the country to two citizens of a country, i.e., the "natural
born citizens" are the largest group of citizens in this country. The 3 leaf clover variety.
For more on the various types of citizenship mentioned in our U.S. Constitution read:
http://countryfirst.bravehost.com/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?f=105&t=1467
M Publius Goat
http://countryfirst.bravehost.com/phpBB3/viewforum.php?f=105
"The American people will never knowingly adopt Socialism. But under the name of
liberalism they will adopt every fragment of the Socialist program, until one day America
will be a Socialist nation without knowing how it happened." Norman Thomas
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